The Waterman of Rajasthan
@the Arts House

Friday 7th November 7-8.30pm

An evening with Rajendra Singh

Join us to explore direct community-driven actions towards solving water crises across the world.

The FLOW Partnership is bringing together two projects from different sides of the world working with opposing problems, using the same techniques for local water management, to revive rivers and to manage floods. The FLOW partnership also seeks to highlight local traditional knowledge and tacit wisdom for simple and cost effective actions in managing water crises all over the world.

Friday 7th November
7-8.30 pm
the Arts House
108A Stokes Croft
BS1 3RU

As part of a wider programme of UK events meeting with landowners, farmers, policy makers and activists, we are very pleased to welcome Rajendra to Bristol.

Donations appreciated

www.theflowpartnership.org
@FlowPartnership